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PLAYMAKER
SYSTEM 3 TAXONOMY of INFLUENCE STRATEGIES

  RATINGS &
 CLUSTERS

Strategies that calibrate, signal and assess. Strategies that divulge, evade and reroute.
PROBE  FRAME FREEZEDIVERT PRESS PROVOKE  

Disparage to demean

The derision of a player, issue, 
symbol or point of view.

Preen to be seen

The brazen or boastful promo- 
tion of an idea or novelty.

Taunt to trap

The provocation of a player 
to act against its self-interest.
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BAIT  BT

PEACOCK  PK

CALL OUT  CT

4

Encourage to advance

The invitation to make, take or 
modify a position.

Stipulate to dictate

The assertion of an idea, opinion 
or position as decided or true.
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Reflect to reveal

The comparison of data, facts, 
acts, commitments and claims.

 CONTRAST  CX

DECLARE  DR

CHALLENGE  CH

4

Communicate to educate
INFORM  IO

The description or instruction of 
data, facts, acts and information.

Confess to recoup

The admission of a flaw, mistake 
or misdeed.

Disrupt to interrupt

The disabling or disorientation 
of message, meaning or media.
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Copy to coattail

The mimicry of an established 
player, position or idea.

Poach to surpass

The adoption of a taken position 
or idea, sometimes unjustified.
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JAM  JM

PREEMPT  PE

CROWD  CW

CONCEDE  CC

The withdrawal from a position 
or point of view.

Retreat to regroup

4

Divest to disarm

The proactive communication of 
controversial acts or information.

Repudiate to separate

The disvowal of or distancing from 
an idea, event, player or brand.

Dodge to redirect

The sidestepping of a query, 
suggestion, insinuation or attack.

Distract to detour

The luring of a player from its 
preferred position or plan.
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DECOY  DX

DEFLECT  DF REJECT  RJ

DISCLOSE  DL

1

PASS  PS

FILTER  FT

RECAST  RCINVOKE  IK 
Relate to accentuate

The referencing of an idea, 
issue, event, player or brand.

Edit to omit

The selective use of data, facts, 
acts and information.
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Revise to reposition

The reinterpretation of informa- 
tion, positions and platforms.
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LABEL  LB
Reduce to its essence

The purification of an idea, 
issue, position or point of view.

Preview to play  

The speculation on preliminary 
concepts or tentative plans.
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Delay to play  

The deliberate suspension of 
play action.

Pulse to play

The exploration or suggestion 
of implied interests or positions.

PAUSE  PZ

PING  PG

TEST  TT

Strategies that shape players, positions and brands. Strategies that relent, co-opt and confound. Strategies that de-position players and elicit reactions.Strategies that take positions and take charge.

CONDITION
Strategies that profile, prepare and position players.

CONTROL
Strategies that redirect, salvage, slow and stop play action.

CONFRONT
Strategies that assert authority and excite players.
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INDEPENDENT

SURROGATES
Third parties who run plays with or 

on behalf of others (see below).

A surrogate who operates as a peer 
in pursuit of a common agenda.

A surrogate whose methods and 
motives are unattributed or unknown.

A surrogate who advocates for another 
player, typically for consideration.

PARTNER  PAR  PROXY  PXY PLANT  PNT
A coequal A hired hand A secret ally
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TRANSPARENCY

Low to high 
(1–5)

FIT

Plays that 
resonate, create 
agreement, are 

symmetric

FRICTION

Plays that 
agitate, create 

debate, are 
asymmetric

CONTRARY LURE

Plays that draw 
others from pre- 
ferred positions 
or points of view

Plays that 
shift position 

or point of 
view

PIVOTRISK-REWARD

Low to high 
(L-M-H)

Plays that are 
counter-intuitive, 
defy conventional 

wisdom
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